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INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental results in finite set combinatorics is the theo-
rem of Kruskal and Katona. It characterizes finite integer sequences which
are the f-vectors of a simplicial complex. For more recent developments
w xon f-vectors, we refer the reader to the article of Bjorner and Kalai 8 .È
The Kruskal]Katona theorem may be interpreted as a theorem on
w xHilbert functions. To see this, we attach, following Kalai 24 , to each
 4simplicial complex D a finite dimensional K-algebra K D which we call
the indicator algebra of D. This algebra is the analogue of the Stanley]Re-
isner ring.
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 4Assume 1, . . . , n is the vertex set of D. Let V be the K-vector space
with basis e , . . . , e , and let E be the exterior algebra of V. We define1 n
 4K D to be the quotient algebra ErI where I is the ideal generated by all
 4monomials e n e n ??? n e for which i , . . . , i is not a face of D. It isi i i 1 k1 2 k
 4obvious from this definition that K D is a graded K-algebra and that
 4  .dim K D s f for all i G 0, where f is the number of i y 1 -K i iy1 iy1
dimensional faces of D.
More generally, we consider an arbitrary graded ideal I in E, and study
the Hilbert function of the quotient algebra ErI. It turns out that the
basic theorems on Hilbert functions for graded ideals in a polynomial ring
have their analogue in this new frame. For example, Macaulay's theorem
which describes the possible Hilbert functions of standard graded K-alge-
bras corresponds to a theorem on graded algebras of the form ErI, which,
in case I is a monomial ideal, is exactly the Kruskal]Katona theorem.
w xIn 1978 Gotzmann 17 proved two fundamental theorems on Hilbert
functions, the regularity theorem and the persistence theorem, which
complemented Macaulay's theorem and which achieved broad attention in
w xthe last ten years, in particular by the work of Green 18 . One main goal
of this paper is to present the Gotzmann theorems for exterior algebras.
Our proofs of the Gotzmann theorems follow very much the ideas of
Bigatti who gave a new proof of the persistence theorem for polynomial
. w xrings in her dissertation 6 . The steps can be described as follows: given a
graded ideal I ; E, one introduces a term order, and considers the generic
 .initial ideal J s in I of I. The algebras ErI and ErJ have the same
Hilbert function. Moreover, J is a strongly stable ideal, that is, J is a
monomial ideal such that for each monomial e n e n ??? n e g J, andi i i1 2 k
any two integers r and s such that r - i one has e n e n ??? n e ns r i i1 sy1
e n ??? n e g J.i isq 1 k
In the next step one shows, using some combinatorial arguments, that
there exists a lexsegment ideal with the same Hilbert function as that of J,
and hence as that of I. Since such ideal is uniquely determined one
denotes it by I lex. Recall that a monomial ideal is called a lexsegment if in
each degree it contains with each monomial the lexicographically larger
monomials as well.
In a final step one proves the assertion on the Hilbert function for I lex.
This again is a combinatorial argument.
As indicated above one has to use Grobner basis theory in the first step.È
Due to the lack of a suitable reference, we develop some of the basic facts
of Grobner basis theory for exterior algebras in the first section of theÈ
paper. With minor modifications Grobner basis theory known from poly-È
nomial rings carries over. In particular, there exists a Buchberger criterion
 .see Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 which we have to employ in the proof
of the persistence theorem. We also need the existence of generic initial
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 . ideals Theorem 1.6 as well as their combinatorial description Proposi-
. w xtion 1.7 . These results are analogous to the theorems of Galligo 16 and
w xBayer and Stillman 4 . It turns out that generic initial ideals are strongly
stable. In contrast to the polynomial case, this is true in all characteristics.
In Section 3 we study the homological structure of stable ideals. For this
purpose we consider in Section 2 the ``Cartan complex'' of the exterior
algebra. It is an infinite complex and has the structure of a divided power
algebra. Just as in the case of an ordinary Koszul complex defined over
.the polynomial ring , one may compute the Cartan homology of an
E-module using long exact sequences attached to the partial sequences
e , . . . , e .1 i
We use this technique in Proposition 3.1 in order to compute the Cartan
w xhomology of ErI where I is a stable ideal. In 2 the first two authors
describe a method of how to compute the resolution of an ideal in a
polynomial ring once its Cartan cycles are known. The same arguments
 .may be applied here. As a result we compute cf. Theorem 3.7 explicitly
the graded free resolution of stable monomial ideals in an exterior algebra.
Though the resolution is always infinite, it is formally very similar to the
resolution of stable ideals in the polynomial ring, given by Eliahou and
w xKervaire 14 .
It turns out that the resolution of a stable ideal does not depend on the
characteristic of the field K. Moreover, one deduces from this resolution
explicit formulas for the graded Betti numbers and the Hilbert series of
stable ideals; see Corollaries 3.3 and 3.5. These formulas allow a compari-
son of the graded Betti numbers of a stable ideal and its corresponding
lexsegment ideal. This eventually leads to the inequalities
b I F b I lex , .  .i j i j
which are valid for any graded ideal I ; E, and all integers i and j; see
w xTheorem 4.4. This result corresponds to a theorem of Bigatti 5 and
w xHullet 23 who proved the same inequalities for graded ideals in the
polynomial ring. Again our approach is similar to the one of Bigatti.
The resolution of a monomial ideal I has a multigraded structure, so
E . nthat the K-vector spaces Tor ErI; K are Z -graded K-vector spaces. Ini
n E  4 .Theorem 6.4 we show that the Z -graded components of Tor K D , Ki
are isomorphic to the reduced simplicial cohomology of certain subcom-
w xplexes of D. This result is the precise analogue to Hochster's formulas 22
n R w x .which describe the Z -graded components of Tor K D , K when R isi
the polynomial ring.
In combination with the above inequalities of the Betti numbers, we
 .obtain certain bounds Corollary 6.5 for the dimensions of simplicial
cohomology. We call this result a ``higher Kruskal]Katona theorem''
 .  lex .  .because the inequalities b I F b I j G 0 are essentially equiva-0 j 0 j
lent to the classical Kruskal]Katona theorem.
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In Section 4 we prove the regularity theorem and persistence theorem;
see Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. Since the exterior algebra is self-dual, there
exists a dual version to each of these theorems. Section 5 is devoted to
describing this duality briefly and to formulating the dual versions of the
regularity theorem and persistence theorem.
In the last section of the paper we concentrate on monomial ideals, and
interpret the results of the earlier sections in combinatorial terms. For
example, the dual persistence theorem in a special case and the dual
regularity theorem read as follows: let a and i be two positive integers.
Consider the ith Macaulay expansion
aa a ji iy1a s q q ??? q /  /  /ji i y 1
of a. Then we set
aa a ji iy1­ a s q q ??? q . .iy1  /  /  /j y 1i y 1 i y 2
 .We also set ­ 0 s 0 for every i G 1.iy1
w xTHEOREM. Let D be a simplicial complex on the ¨ertex set n s
 4  .1, 2, . . . , n with f-¨ector f , f , . . . , f . Then:0 1 dy1
 .  .  .a Kruskal]Katona ­ f F f for all i s 0, . . . , d y 1.i i iy1
 .  .  .b Persistence If D is pure and ­ f s f for some i, theni i iy1
 .­ f s f for all j F i.j j jy1
 .  .  .c Regularity If s G 1 is an integer such that ­ f s f for alli i iy1
i F s, then
Ä jy1 T w xH D ; K s 0 for all j F s and all T ; n . .
THere D s D , where G denotes the dual of a simplicial complex G. If .T
w x T wT s n , then D s D, and we obtain a result of Bjorner and Kali; see 7,È
xTheorem 5.3 .
È1. GROBNER BASES
In this section we describe the basic concepts of Grobner basis theoryÈ
for ideals in an exterior algebra. Some of the results are completely
analogous to those known from Grobner basis theory in polynomial rings;È
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others need some less obvious modifications. The basic difference is that
in an exterior algebra the squares of elements of degree one are zero, a
fact which causes in some arguments some minor problems.
We fix the notation and let K be a field, V a K-vector space with basis
e , . . . , e , and denote by E the exterior algebra of V.1 n
 4  4For any subset s s i , . . . , i of 1, . . . , n with i - ??? - i , we set1 k 1 k
e s e n ??? n e ,s i i1 k
and call e a monomial of degree k. The monomials form a K-basis B of Es
 n.of length 2 .
To simplify the notation, we set fg s f n g for any two elements f and
g in E.
 .To each monomial e g E we assign the monomial t e s x in thes s s
w xpolynomial ring S s K x , . . . , x where x s  x . Write x s1 n s ig s i s
n ai  . x ; then a s a , . . . , a is called the multidegree of e , and isis1 i 1 n s
 .denoted by d e .s
Given a term order - for S, we set u - ¨ for any u, ¨ g B with
 .  .t u - t ¨ . This is a linear order on B and satisfies 1 - u - u¨ for any
two monomials u and ¨ such that u¨ / 0.
 .Let f g E, f s  a e , be an arbitrary element. The initial term in fs s s
of f is the term a e of the sum  a e for which e is the largests s s s s s
monomial for all s with a / 0. The largest monomial itself is called thes
 .initial monomial and denoted by inm f .
We define a map
d: E ª Nn , f ¬ d f [ d inm f for f / 0, .  . .
 .  .and set d 0 s y`. d f is called the initial degree of f. Note that
 .  .  .d fg F d f q d g . The inequality is due to the fact that E has zero
divisors.
 .Let I ; E be an ideal of E. The initial ideal in I of I is the ideal
 .generated by the initial terms in f , f g I.
A set of elements f , . . . , f g I is called a Grobner basis of I ifÈ1 m
 .  .  .in f , . . . , in f generate in I .1 m
 . PROPOSITION 1.1. Let I ; E be an ideal, and let B I be the unique and
.  .finite monomial basis of in I . Then
 .  .  .a for each u g B I there exists an f g I such that inm f s u;u u
 .b the elements f form a K-basis, and hence a Grobner basis of I.Èu
 .  .Proof. a Let u g B I ; there exists an f g I and a monomial ¨ g E
 .such that u s ¨ in f . Let f s ¨f.u
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 .  .  .  .b Let f g I; then inm f s inm f for some u g B I . Hence thereu
 .  .exists an a g K, a / 0, such that inm f y af - inm f . Induction on theu
order of the initial term completes the proof.
An element f g E is called homogeneous of degree j if f g E wherej
E s H j V. An ideal I is called graded if I is generated by homogeneousj
elements. If I is graded, then I s [ I where I is the K-vector spacej jjG 0
 .of all homogeneous elements f g I of degree j. The function H j, I s
dim I , j s 0, 1 . . . , is called the Hilbert function of I.K j
The above proposition immediately yields the following result.
 .COROLLARY 1.2. Let I be a graded ideal in E. Then I and in I ha¨e the
same Hilbert function. More precisely, if f , . . . , f is a set of elements of I,1 m
  .  ..and J s in f , . . . , in f , then f , . . . , f is a Grobner basis of I if andÈ1 m 1 m
only if I and J ha¨e the same Hilbert function.
Since the dimensions of all vector spaces under consideration are
bounded by 2 n, the preceding corollary in combination with Proposition
1.1 gives a computational device of how to compute a Grobner basis of aÈ
graded ideal I whose Hilbert function is known. In practice, however, the
situation is usually the opposite: the ideal I is defined by a set of
generators and one would like to know the Hilbert function of the ideal. In
general, this is quite complicated, even for principal ideals. However, if the
initial ideal of I is computable, then it is just a matter of combinatorics to
determine its Hilbert function. Thus we are looking for an algorithm to
determine a Grobner basis and a criterion which tells us when a set ofÈ
generators is indeed a Grobner basis. It turns out that Buchberger'sÈ
algorithm and Buchberger's criterion with some modifications have their
counterparts for exterior algebras. We are now going to describe these
concepts.
 .  4PROPOSITION 1.3 the division algorithm . Let G s g , . . . , g be a1 m
subset of E and f g E. Then there exist a , . . . , a g E and r g E such that1 m
m
f s a g q r , i i
is1
 .   .  ..where r s 0, or no term of r belongs to in G s in g , . . . , in g , and1 m
 .  .  .whene¨er a g / 0 one has d f G d a q d g .i i i i
 .Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on d f . Write f s h q rÄ
where h s  a e , and r s  a e , a , a g K. Since in h gÄe g in G s s e f in G t t s ts t Ä Ä .  .in G, one has in h s a in g for some i. Set f s h y ag . Then d f - d hi i
 .F d f ; so that by the induction hypothesis the division algorithm holds
Ä Ä mfor f , that is, f s  a g q r with a and r as required.Ä Äjs1 j j 1 j 1
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 .  .Now we can write f s a q a g q  a g q r q r , and settingÄ Ä Äi i j/ i j j 1
 .  .a s a q a , a s a for j / i, and r s r q r, we have d a q d g FÄ Ä Äi i j j 1 j j
Ä .  .  .  .   . . .4d f - d h F d f , and d a F max d a , d a .Äi i
Ä .  .  .  .  .  .  .Since d a q d g - d h F d f , and since d a q d g F d f -Äi i i
 .  .  .  .d f , we obtain d a q d g F d f .i i
In the situation of Proposition 1.3, one says that f reduces to r with
respect to G.
Now let I ; E be an ideal generated by g , . . . , g . Consider the exact1 m
sequence of E-modules
m
0 ª U ª Eb ª in g , . . . , in g ª 0, .  . .[ i 1 m
is1
 .where b is mapped to in g for i s 1, . . . , m. If we assign to b the degreei i i
 .d g , then this sequence becomes a sequence of multigraded modules, andi
U is generated by multigraded homogeneous elements.
For the ideal I itself we choose the presentation
m
h : Eb ª I with b ¬ g , i s 1, . . . , m.[ i i i
is1
 .THEOREM 1.4 the Buchberger criterion . With the notation introduced
abo¨e the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a g , . . . , g is a Grobner basis of I;È1 m
 .b for e¨ery element u in a set of generators of U, we ha¨e
m
h u s a g with d h u G d a q d g .  .  .  . . i i i i
is1
for all i such that a g / 0.i i
 .  .Proof. The implication a « b follows from the division algorithm. In
order to prove the opposite implication, we pick an element f g I. Then
m  .   .4   .  .4  .f s  h g and d f F max d h g F max d h q d g . If d f sis1 i i i i i i i i
 .  .  .  . .d h q d g for some i, then in f s a in h in g for some a g K, andi i i i
we are done.
  .  .4So assume that this is not the case. Let d s max d h q d g ; theni i i
m Ä .d f - d . We will show that f can be written as f s  h g withis1 i i
Ä .  .d h q d g - d for all i. Proceeding by induction on d completes thei i
proof.
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We write f in the form
f s h g q h g i i i i
 .  .  .  .d h qd g sd d h qd g -di i i i
s in h g q h y in h g .  . . i i i i i
 .  .  .  .d h qd g sd d h qd g sdi i i i
q h g . i i
 .  .d h qd g -di i
The monomials occurring in the last two partial sums all have multide-
 .gree - d . So it remains to consider s s  in h g . Sincedh .qd g .sd i ii i
 .  .d f - d , we also have d s - d . Therefore
in h in g s 0 .  . i i
 .  .d h qd g sdi i
 .  .since for each summand d h q d g s d . In other words,i i
r s in h b g U, . i i
 .  .d h qd g sdi i
so that r s l c u where u , . . . , u are generators of U. Since r isks1 k k 1 l
 .  .homogeneous of multidegree d , we may assume that deg c u s d c qk k k
deg u s d whenever c / 0.k k
 . m   ..By assumption, for each k one has h u s  a g with d h u Gk is1 k i i k
 .  .d a q d g whenever a g / 0. Hencek i i k i i
l
s s h r s c h u .  . k k
ks1
m l m
Äs c a g s h g ,  k k i i i i /
is1 ks1 is1
Ä lwhere h s  c a . Sincei ks1 k k i
Äd h F max d c a s d c a F d c q d a 4 .  .  .  . .i k k i j ji j ji
k
for some j with c / 0, we getj
Äd h q d g F d c q d a q d g .  .  .  . . .i i j ji i
F d c q d h u .  . .j j
- d c q deg u s d , .j j
as desired.
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Notice that U is generated by two kinds of simple multihomogeneous
relations which we call the S- and T-relations: For all i - j we define the
relation
lcm e , e lcm e , e .  .s s s si j i js g , g s b y b , .i j i jin g in g .  .i j
 .  .where e s inm g and e s inm g , and for all j such that e is a factors i s j ji j
 .of inm g we define the relationi
t g s e b . .j i j i
 .   ..The element S g , g s h s g , g in E is called the S-polynomial of gi j i j i
 .   .and g , and the element T g s h t g is called a T-polynomial of g .j j i j i i
Using this terminology, we can now formulate the Buchberger criterion in
a more familiar form.
COROLLARY 1.5. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  4a G s g , . . . , g is a Grobner basis of I;È1 m
 .b The S- and T-polynomials reduce to zero with respect to G.
 .Moreo¨er, it suffices to check condition b for those S- and T-polynomials
which come from a minimal set of S- and T-relations generating U.
From the above discussion it is now obvious how the Buchberger algo-
rithm works:
 .1 Start with a set G of generators of I. If all S- and T-polynomials
reduce to zero with respect to G, then G is a Grobner basis, and theÈ
algorithm stops.
 .2 If this is not the case, and one S- or T-polynomial reduces to
 4  .r / 0, then replace G by G9 s G j r and proceed with 1 where G is
replaced by G9.
w xThe following result is the analogue to a theorem of Galligo 16 and
w xBayer and Stillman 4 on generic initial ideals. Since its proof is verbatim
the same as the one for ideals in the polynomial ring, we omit it and refer
w xthe reader to 13 .
 .THEOREM 1.6. Let the general linear group Gl n; K act linearly on E.
Assume that the base field K is infinite and that the term order satisfies
e ) e ) ??? ) e . Then for each graded ideal I ; E there exists a nonempty1 2 n
 .open subset U ; Gl n; K such that
 .   ..a there is a monomial ideal J ; E such that J s in w I for all
w g U;
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 .  .b the ideal J is Borel fixed, that is, w J s J for all upper triangular
 .matrices w g Gl n; K .
The ideal J in 1.6 is called the generic initial ideal of I.
For later applications the following notion is of crucial importance: a
monomial ideal I is called strongly stable if for each monomial e g I ands
each j g s one has that e e g I for all i - j.i s _ j4
PROPOSITION 1.7. The generic initial ideal of a graded ideal I ; E is
strongly stable.
Proof. Let J be the generic initial ideal of I. Suppose that J is not
strongly stable. Then there exists a monomial e g J and numbers i and js
 .with j g s and 0 - i - j such that e e f J. Let w g Gl n; K withi s _ j4
 .  .  .w e s e q e and w e s e for k / j. Then w e s e q e e , andj j i k k s s i s _ j4
hence does not belong to J, a contradiction.
One important aspect of Grobner basis theory is that the initial idealÈ
 .in I of an ideal I ; E may be viewed as the special fibre of a flat
1-parameter family of modules whose general fibre is I; see, for example,
w x13 in the case of the polynomial ring. Suppose that I is a graded ideal. By
semicontinuity it follows that in each degree the number of generators of I
 .is less than that of in I . This extends also to the higher Betti numbers of
 .in I and I: consider the minimal graded free resolution of ErI:
d d2 1
F : ??? ª F ª F ª F ª ErI ª 0.2 1 0
 . b i jEr I .Each of the modules F is of the form [ E yj , and the maps di ij
are described by matrices with coefficients in E. The resolution is minimal
if all entries of all the matrices have positive degree.
A simple example of a minimal graded free resolution is given by
e e1 1
??? ª E y2 ª E y1 ª E ª Er e ª 0. .  .  .1
 .Note that the resolution of ErI is always infinite, unless I s 0 . Indeed,
Ker d / 0 for all i since the kernel of d contains the submodulei i
 .e n ??? n e F of F .1 n i i
Viewing K as a left E-module via the canonical epimorphism, we have
that
b ErI s dim Tor E ErI , K . .  . ji j K i
 .The numbers b ErI are called the graded Betti numbers, while thei j
 .  .numbers b ErI s  b ErI are simply called the Betti numbers ofi j i j
ErI.
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PROPOSITION 1.8. Let I be a graded ideal in E. Then
b ErI F b Erin I for all i and j. .  . .i j i j
Proof. We only sketch the proof since the arguments are verbatim the
w x w x w xsame as, for example, in 10 . The reader may also consult 26 or 29 .
 .The idea is that one constructs a not necessarily minimal graded free
resolution F of ErI which is equipped with a filtration F respecting the
 .graded structure of F and such that the associated graded complex gr F isF
 .a minimal graded free resolution of Erin I .
2. THE CARTAN COMPLEX
w x  .Priddy describes in his paper 30 for any possibly noncommutative
Koszul algebra, a differential graded complex which resolves the residue
class field of the algebra. He calls these complexes Koszul complexes since
 .for the polynomial ring which is a Koszul algebra this construction yields
the ordinary Koszul complex.
In this section we describe these complexes for the exterior algebra E.
 .Given a right E-module M, we set C e , . . . , e ; M s M m1 n E
 .K e , . . . , e ; E , and call it the Cartan complex of the sequence e , . . . , e1 n 1 n
w xwith values in M, since Cartan first introduced these complexes 32 .
Let l s l , . . . , l be a sequence of elements of degree 1. The Cartan1 m
 .complex C l; E of the sequence l with values in E is defined as the
 .complex whose i-chains C l; E are the elements of degree i of the freei
 .  :  .divided power algebra C l; E s E x , . . . , x . Recall that K l; E is the1 m
polynomial ring over E in the set of variables
x  j. , i s 1, . . . , m , j s 1, 2, . . . ,i
modulo the relations
j q k ! .
 j. k .  jqk .x x s x .i i ij!k!
0. 1.  .We set x s 1 and x s x for i s 1, . . . , m. The algebra C l; E is ai i i
free E-module with basis x a. s x a1.x a2 . ??? x am., a g Nm. We say that1 2 m
a. < < < <  .x has degree i if a s i where a s a q ??? qa . Thus C l; E s1 m i
[ Ex a..< a <si
 . a.The E-linear differential ­ on C l; E is defined as follows: for x s
x a1. ??? x am . we set1 m
­ x a. s l x a1. ??? x aiy1 . ??? x am. . .  i 1 i m
a )0i
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  . .One readily checks that ­ (­ s 0, so that C l; E , ­ is indeed a complex.
Moreover, ­ is an E-derivation, that is, ­ is E-linear and
­ g g s g ­ g q g ­ g .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1
 .for any two homogeneous elements g and g in C l; E .1 2
 .  .It follows easily from these rules that the cycles Z l; E of C l; E form
 .a divided power algebra, and that the boundaries B l; E form an ideal in
 .  .  .Z l; E , so that the homology H l; E of C l; E inherits a natural struc-
 .ture of a divided power algebra. Moreover, H l; M has a natural right
 .H l; E -module structure. We will not make use of the algebra structure in
this paper but only note one conclusion:
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. The sequence l annihilates H l; M .
We are interested in the Cartan complex because of the following result:
THEOREM 2.2. For any right E-module M and each i G 0, there is a
natural isomorphism
H e , . . . , e ; M ( Tor E M , K . .  .i 1 n i
 .In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that C e , . . . , e ; E is1 n
exact.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let l and M be as abo¨e. Then for each j s 1, . . . ,
m y 1 there exists an exact sequence
i t
0ªC l , . . . , l ; M ª C l , . . . , l ; M ª C l , . . . , l ; M y1 ª0 . .  .  .1 j 1 jq1 1 jq1
of complexes. Here i is the natural inclusion map, while t is defined by the
formula
t g q g x q ??? qg x k . s g q g x q ??? qg x ky1. , .0 1 jq1 k jq1 1 2 jq1 k jq1
 .where the g belong to C l , . . . , l ; M .i kyi 1 j
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader.
COROLLARY 2.4. For all j s 1, . . . , m y 1 there exists a long exact ho-
mology sequence
a bi i
??? ª H l , . . . , l ; M ª H l , . . . , l ; M ª H l , . . . , l ; M .  .  .i 1 j i 1 jq1 iy1 1 jq1
d y1iª H l , . . . , l ; M ª H l , . . . , l ; M ª ??? , .  .iy1 1 j iy1 1 jq1
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where a is induced by the inclusion map i, b by t , and d is thei i iy1
connecting homomorphism. If z s g q g x q ??? qg x  iy1. is a cycle0 1 jq1 iy1 jq1
 . w x. w xin C l , . . . , l ; M , then d z s g l .iy1 1 jq1 iy1 0 jq1
We are now in the position to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2:
 .Proof. We show by induction on j that H e , . . . , e ; E s 0 for alli 1 j
 .i ) 0. The assertion is clear for j s 1 since K e ; E is the complex1
e e1 12.??? ª Ex ª Ex ª E ª 0,1 1
 .and since the annihilator of e in E is the ideal e .1 1
We now assume that the assertion is already proved for j, and consider
the long exact sequence
??? ª H e , . . . , e ; E ª H e , . . . , e ; E .  .i 1 j i 1 jq1
ª H e , . . . , e ; E ª H e , . . . , e ; E ª ??? . .  .iy1 1 jq1 iy1 1 j
 .We show by induction on i that H e , . . . , e ; E s 0 for i ) 0. Fori 1 jq1
i s 1 we have the exact sequence
d
0 ª H e , . . . , e ; E ª Er e , . . . , e ª Er e , . . . , e . .  . .1 1 jq1 1 jq1 1 j
Here d maps the residue class of 1 to the residue class of e . Since thejq1
 .annihilator of e in Er e , . . . , e is generated by e , it follows fromjq1 1 j jq1
 .this sequence that H e , . . . , e ; E s 0.1 1 jq1
Suppose now that i ) 1. Then from our induction hypothesis induction
.on j and the above exact sequence it follows that
H e , . . . , e ; E ( H e , . . . , e ; E . .  .i 1 jq1 iy1 1 jq1
 .Applying the induction hypothesis, we see that H e , . . . , e ; E s 0, asi 1 jq1
desired.
Suppose M is a Z-graded module. Then the K-vector spaces
 . E .H e , . . . , e ; M and Tor M, K admit a natural Z-graded structurei 1 n i
inherited from the graded structure of M. It is clear that the natural
 .isomorphism Theorem 2.2 is an isomorphism of graded K-vector spaces.
A homology class of the Cartan complex is homogeneous of degree j if
it is represented by a homogeneous cycle z s  c x a. where each c g M,a a a
< <c / 0, is homogeneous and deg c q a s j. It follows from this descrip-a a
tion and the above-mentioned graded isomorphism that
Tor E M , K s 0 for all j ) i q r , . ji
 4where r s max k: M / 0 .k
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Just as for resolutions of ideals in the polynomial ring, we define the
regularity of a nonzero graded ideal I ; E as the number
reg I s max t I y i: i G 0 , 4 .  .i
 .  E  . 4where t I s max j: Tor ErI, K / 0 . The above discussions showi iq1 j
LEMMA 2.5. For each nonzero graded ideal I ; E, one has
reg I F max k : ErI / 0 q 1. 4 .  . k
 .In particular, reg I F n.
3. STABLE IDEALS AND THEIR RESOLUTION
 .  .  4Let u s e g E be a monomial. We set m u s max u s max i: i g s .s
A monomial ideal I ; E is called stable if for each e g I and eachs
 .j - m u one has that e e g I. It is clear that strongly stable ideals,j s _mu.4
as introduced in Section 2, are stable.
The purpose of this section is to construct explicitly the minimal multi-
graded free resolution of a stable ideal. This resolution will be the
w xanalogue of the well-known Eliahou]Kervaire resolution 14 . We shall
w xproceed by the technique developed and employed in 2, 3 . The first step
in the procedure is to compute the Cartan cycles whose homology classes
form a basis of the Cartan homology.
For a monomial u g E, u s e we set u9 s e and denote bys s _mu.4
 .G I the unique minimal set of monomial generators of a monomial ideal
n  .  .  4I. Furthermore, for a g N we set m a s max a s max i: a / 0 .i
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let I ; E be a stable ideal. Then, for e¨ery i ) 0, a
 .basis of the homology H e , . . . , e ; ErI is gi¨ en by the homology classes ofi 1 n
the cycles
a. < <u9x , u g G I , a s i , max a s m u . .  .  .
Proof. By induction on n y j we show the following more general
 .result: for all i ) 0, all 0 - j F n, the module H e , . . . , e ; ErI is ai j n
K-vector space for which the homology classes of the cycles
a. < <u9x , u g G I , min a G j, max a s m u , a s i , .  .  .  .
form a basis.
 i.  .  .Let i ) 0; it is clear that the cycles u9x , u g G I , m u s n, generaten
 .  .H e ; ErI . Since I is stable and m u s n it follows that e u9 g I for alli n j
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 .j s 1, . . . , n. Therefore H e ; ErI is annihilated by the maximal ideal ofi n
 .E, in other words, H e ; ErI is a K-vector space. Since all the generatorsi n
w  i.xu9x have different multidegrees they are linearly independent over K.n
We assume now that j - n, and that the assertion is proved for j q 1
 .and all i . Then we prove the assertion for j by induction on i. Set
A s ErI; then by Corollary 2.4 we have the exact sequences
d1ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A .  .1 jq1 n 1 j n
d0ª Ar e , . . . , e ª Ar e , . . . , e ª 0 .  .j n jq1 n
and
diª H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A .  .i jq1 n i j n
diy1ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª . .  .iy1 j n iy1 jq1 n
In the first sequence, d maps the residue class a of an element a g A to0
the residue class ae . It is clear that the kernel U of this map is generatedj j
 .  .by the residue classes of the elements u9 with u g G I and m u s j.
Consider the exact sequence
a1
H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª U ª 0. .  .1 jq1 n 1 j n j
 . w xThe preimage of an element u9g U in H e , . . . , e ; A is given by u9x .j 1 j n j
 .By our induction hypothesis induction on n y j , we know that
 . w x  .  .H e , . . . , e ; A is generated by the cycles u9x with u g G I , m u1 jq1 n k
w xs k, and j q 1 F k F n. It follows that the homology classes u9x withk
 .  .  .u g G I , m u s k, and j F k F n generate H e , . . . , e ; A .1 j n
Next we claim that a is injective, or equivalently, that d s 0. Indeed,1 1
w x  .pick a generator u9x g H e , . . . , e ; A . Then, according to Corollaryk 1 j n
w x. w x. w x2.4, d u9x s 0 if k s j, and d u9x s y u9e x if k ) j. However,1 k 1 k j k
w x.u9e g I since I is stable. Thus d u9x s 0 in this case, too.j 1 k
 .Finally, we note that H e , . . . , e ; A is annihilated by e , . . . , e ; see1 j n j n
w xProposition 2.1. On the other hand, if i - j, then e u9x s 0 for any onei k
w x  .of the generators u9x of H e , . . . , e ; A since e u9 g I because I isk 1 j n i
 .stable. Thus H e , . . . , e ; A is a K-vector space, and we have an exact1 j n
sequence of K-vector spaces
a1
0 ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª U ª 0. .  .1 jq1 n 1 j n j
 .It follows that a basis of H e , . . . , e ; A is given by the image of a basis1 j n
 .of H e , . . . , e ; A and the preimage of a basis of U . The above-de-1 jq1 n j
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 .scribed generators of H e , . . . , e ; A form a basis by the induction1 jq1 n
 .hypothesis, and those of U form obviously a basis. Thus H e , . . . , e ; Aj 1 j n
is a K-vector space with a basis as desired. This proves our assertion for
i s 1.
Now suppose that i ) 1. The arguments of the proof are quite similar to
those for i s 1. Therefore, we only outline the steps. By induction hypoth-
 .  .esis induction on i one knows the generators of H e , . . . , e ; A .iy1 j n
Using this fact, one proves that d s 0, so that one obtains the exactiy1
sequence
a i
H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª 0. .  .  .i jq1 n i j n iy1 j n
 .  .Since we know the generators of H e , . . . , e ; A induction on n y j ,i jq1 n
 .we find a set of generators for H e , . . . , e ; A and deduce that d s 0, asi j n i
well. Now, using the property that I is stable, one shows that
 .H e , . . . , e ; A is a K-vector space, and one obtains an exact sequence ofi j n
K-vector spaces
0 ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª H e , . . . , e ; A ª 0. .  .  .i jq1 n i j n iy1 j n
 .  .Finally, knowing a basis of H e , . . . , e ; A induction on n y j and ai jq1 n
 .  .basis of H e , . . . , e ; A , we find the desired basis of H e , . . . , e ; A .iy1 j n i j n
One first immediate consequence is
COROLLARY 3.2. Let I ; E be a stable ideal. Then
reg I s max deg u: u g G I . 4 .  .
In order to state the next corollaries, it is convenient to introduce
the Poincare series of a graded E-module M, namely the formal seriesÂ
 .  . iP t s  b M t . Also we will consider the graded Poincare seriesÂM iG 0 i
 .  . i jP s, t s  b M t s of M.M i, jG 0 i j
In the formulas for the Poincare series of a stable ideal I, we will haveÂ
 .to refer to subsets of G I . We define
G I s u g G I : deg u s j 4 .  .j
and
G I ; i s u g G I : m u s i , 4 .  .  .
 . <  . <and set m I s G I; i .i
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let I ; E b¨e a stable ideal. Then
m u q i y 1 .
b I s for all i G 0. . i jqi  /m u y 1 . .ugG I j
In particular,
s j
P s, t s . .  I  .m u1 y ts .jG1  .ugG I j
In the following more special situation, we have
COROLLARY 3.4. Let I ; E be a stable ideal generated in degree d. Then
 .  .a the resolution of ErI is d-linear, that is, b I s 0 for i G 0 andi j
j / d q i. In particular, I has linear relations.
n j q i y 1 .  .  . .b b I s  m I for all i G 0. In particular,j y 1i js1 j
n m I .j
P t s . . I j1 y t .js1
 .We can use this result to compute the Hilbert series H t sI
 . k dim I t of an ideal I as in Corollary 3.4.k G 0 K k
COROLLARY 3.5. Let I ; E be a stable ideal generated in degree d. Then I
has the Hilbert series
n
ny jdH t s t m I 1 q t . .  .  .I j
js1
Proof. The ideal I has a resolution of the form
??? ª E b1 I . yd y 1 ª E b0 I . yd ª I ª 0. .  .
Thus from the additivity of Hilbert functions it follows that
nd dH t s P yt t H t s P yt t 1 q t . .  .  .  .  .I I E I
By Corollary 3.4 the desired formula follows.
Now we will describe the graded minimal free resolution of ErI where
I is a stable ideal. It turns out that the differentials in the resolution are
w xformally the same as those in the Eliahou]Kervaire resolution 14 .
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n n  .Let « , . . . , « denote the canonical basis of N . For a g N set Supp a1 n
 4s j: a ) 0 . Recall from Section 2 that the differential of the Cartanj
 .  .complex C e; ErI s C e , . . . , e ; ErI is given by the formula1 n
­ cx a. s ce x ay« j. , c g ErI. .  j
 .jgSupp a
We know from Proposition 3.1 that the homology classes of the ele-
a.  . < <  .  .  .ments u9x , u g G I , a s i, m a s m u form a basis of H e; ErI .i
Set
G s H e ; ErI E. . mi i
K
Then G is a free module with basisi
a. < <w xf a; u s u9x m 1, u g G I , a s i , m a s m u . .  .  .  .
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that the rank of G equals the ith Bettii
number of ErI. Thus it remains to construct the maps d to obtain thei
resolution
d d d2 1 0
??? ª G ª G ª E ª ErI ª 02 1
of ErI.
w xSimilarly as in 2 one defines the differential d inductively as follows:i
 .find elements g g C e; G , j s 0, . . . , i y 1, such that the followingj iyj j
equations hold:
u9x a. s d g and ­ g s d g .  .  .0 0 j jq1 jq1
 .for 0 F j F i y 2. Here we denote again by d the differential C e; G ªj i j
 .  a..  . a.C e; G which is defined by d cx s d c x for c g G . Havingi jy1 j j j
found the sequence g , . . . , g , one sets0 iy1
d f a; u s ­ g . .  . .i iy1
The following observation is needed in the proof of the next theorem.
 .LEMMA 3.6. Let M I denote the set of monomials of I. Then there exists
 .  .  .a unique function g : M I ª G I such that for each w g M I one has
 .   ..  .w s g w y with max g w - min y .
Proof. The proof of Eliahou and Kervaire for stable ideals over the
w xpolynomial ring 14 carries over.
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< <  .Denote by y the degree of a monomial y g E. Given u g G I and
 4  .t g 1, . . . , n _ Supp u, we set u s g ue and ue s u y . With this nota-t t t t t
tion we have
THEOREM 3.7. Let I ; E be a stable ideal. Then the maps in the resolu-
  ..tion of ErI are gi¨ en by the following formulas: d f a; u s u, and, for1
i G 2,
d f a; u s f a y « ; u e .  . . i t t
 .tgSupp ay«mu.
< <i y qiq1tq y1 f a y « y « q « ; u y , .  . mu. t mu . t tt
t
where the second sum is taken o¨er
t g Supp a _ Supp u: m a y « y « F m u . .  .  . 4.mu. t t
 .Proof. Set m s m u . Since in the unique decomposition ue s u yt t t
 .  .one has y / 1 and m u - min y , one obtains u9e s u z , wheret t t t t t
y s yz e . Let g s u9x a., and let, for j s 1, . . . , i y 1,t t m 0
g s f b; u x ayb. s x ayc. , . j c
n n< <  .  .bgN : b sj , aybgN , m b sm cgS j , a
 .  n < < n 4where S j, a s c g N : c s j, a y c g N , c s 0 , andm
 . < <jq1 z ts s f c y « q « ; u y1 z , .  .c t mu . t tt
 .tgL c , u
 .   .  .  .4where L c, u s t g Supp c _ Supp u: m c y « F m u . Proceedingt t
by induction on i, we may assume that the formula is true for k - i. We
 .  .will show that ­ g s d g for 0 F j - i y 1. We havej jq1 jq1
­ g s f b; u e x ayby« t . .  . j t
b  .tgSupp ayb
q s e x aycy« t . q e x aycy« m . c t m /
 .  .cgS j , a tgSupp ayc ,: t/m
Äayb.s D x q S,Ä b
n nÄ Ä Ä Ä< <  .bgN : b sjq1, aybgN , m b sm
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Ä .where D s  f b y « ; u e q s e andÄ Ä Äb t g Suppb. t t by« mm
S s s e x aycy« t . .  c t
 .  .cgS j , a tgSupp ayc , t/m
Since by the induction hypothesis the formula is true for d , we obtainjq1
Ä  ..that D s d f b; u . Consider now S which can be written S sÄb jq1
 r x ayb., wherebg S jq1, a. b
r s s eb by« tt
 .tgSupp b
 . < <jq1 zks f b y « y « q « ; u y1 z e . . .  t k mu . k k tk
 .  .tgSupp b kgL by« , ut
 .Therefore it remains to show that r s d s , where by the notationb jq1 b
< <j zks s f b y « q « ; u y1 z . . .b k mu . k kk
 .kgL b , u
We have
< <j zkd s s d f b y « q « ; u y1 z s S q S , .  . . .jq1 b jq1 k mu . k k 1 2k
 .kgL b , u
where
< <j zkS s f b y « y « q « ; u y1 e z , . . 1 t k mu . k t kk
 .  .kgL b , u tgSupp by«k
S s f b y « y « q « ; g u e . . 2 t k m g u e .. k tk t
 .  .kgL b , u tgL by« , uk k
< <  . < <j z qjq jq1 yk k t= y1 y z , . k t k
 .  .where u e s g u e y is the unique decomposition Lemma 3.6 . Nowk t k t k t
we can write r s r q r whereb 1 2
 . < <jq1 zkr s f b y « y « q « ; u y1 z e , . . 1 t k mu . k k tk
 .  .kgL b , u tgSupp by«k
 . < <jq1 zkr s f b y « y « q « ; u y1 z e , . . 2 t k mu . k k tk
 . tkgSupp b _Supp u
 .  . where the second sum is taken over t g Supp b y « , t ) m u , m b yk k
.  .  . j < zk <  . jq1. < zk <« y « F m u . Since y1 e z s y1 z e , we obtain r st k k t k k t 1
S , so that it remains to show r s S . Consider a summand of S :1 2 2 2
< <  . < <j z qjq jq1 yk k tf s f b y « y « q « ; g u e y1 y z . .  . .t k m g u e .. k t k t kk t
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From the equalities u9e s u z , uXe s u z , it follows that u9e e sk k k t t t k t
 . < zk <  .  . < zk <u e y1 z s g u e y y1 z , and u9e e s u z e . Thereforek t k k t k t k t k t t k
< < < <z z q1t ku e y1 z s u z e s y1 g u e y z . .  .  .t k t t t k k t k t k
 .By the uniqueness of the decomposition Lemma 3.6 , one obtains that if
 .  .  .  .  .m u - k then g u e s u , and if m u ) k then g u e s g u e .t k t t t k t t k
 .  . < zk <q1Assume first m u - k. Then z e s y1 y z . Now changing thet t k k t k
places of k and t in r , we see that f occurs as a summand in r . Here for2 2
< < < < < <the sign, we use that y q z s z q 1.k t k t
 .  .  .Assume now k - m u . Then g u e s g u e , and, writing u e st k t t k t k
 .  . < zk <q < z t <q1g u e y , we obtain y z s y1 y z . Therefore in S we havet k tk k t k tk t 2
also the summand
< <  . < <j z qjq jq1 yt tkf b y « y « q « ; g u e y1 y z , .  . .t k m g u e .. t k tk tt k
< < < < < < < <which equals yf. Here, to see the sign, we use that y s y q z y z .tk k t k t
COROLLARY 3.8. The resolution of a stable ideal in the exterior algebra
does not depend on the characteristic of the base field.
4. THE HILBERT FUNCTION
Let I be a graded ideal in E. The purpose of this section is to study the
Hilbert function of ErI. The most important theorem in this context,
formulated in combinatorial terms, is the Kruskal]Katona theorem, which
 w x.is the precise analogue to Macaulay's theorem see, e.g., 9 on the Hilbert
functions of homogeneous commutative rings.
Let a and i be two positive integers. Then a has the unique ith
Macaulay expansion
aa a ji iy1a s q q ??? q /  /  /ji i y 1
w x w xwith a ) a ) ??? ) a G j G 1; see 9 or 21 .i iy1 j
We define
aa a ji iy1 i.a s q q ??? q . /  /  /j q 1i q 1 i
We also set 0 i. s 0 for all i G 1.
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Now we can characterize the possible Hilbert series of ErI, a slight
generalization of the combinatorial Kruskal]Katona theorem, as follows:
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let h , . . . , h be a sequence of integers. Then the1 n
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 . n ia 1 q  h t is the Hilbert series of a graded K-algebra ErI;is1 i
 .  i.b 0 F h F h , 0 - i F n y 1.iq1 i
w xBesides the original proofs of the Kruskal]Katona theorem 27, 25 ,
there exist simplified proofs of this theorem in the literature; see, for
w xexample, 12 . We sketch here a proof of Theorem 4.1 along the lines given
w xin 3 , since the basic ideas of our proof will be used for the later theorems
as well.
An important role in the theory play the so-called lexsegment ideals.
Recall that a monomial ideal I ; E is called a lexsegment if for each
monomial u g I, all monomials ¨ with deg ¨ s deg u and u - ¨ belonglex
w xto I. Here - denotes the lexicographic order. See 3 .lex
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the following:
 .THEOREM 4.2. a Let I ; E be a graded ideal generated in degree s,
and let J be a lexsegment ideal generated in the same degree s as I, and such
that dim J F dim I . Then dim J F dim I .K s K s K sq1 K sq1
 .b Let J be a lexsegment ideal generated in degree s with dim E rJ s a.K s s
Then dim E rJ s a s..K sq1 sq1
 .The proof of Theorem 4.2 b is a relatively simple exercise in combina-
 .torics. In the proof of a we may pass to the generic initial ideal, and
hence we may assume that I is strongly stable; see Corollary 1.2 and
 .Proposition 1.7. Then a is an immediate consequence of the next state-
  .  .. w xments Theorem 4.3 a and c which we quote from 3 .
 .Let I ; E be a monomial ideal. As in the previous section we let m Ii
 .  .  .be the number of monomials u g G I with m u s i, and set m I sF i
i  . m I .js1 j
THEOREM 4.3. Let I ; E be a strongly stable ideal generated in degree s.
Then
 .  . ny1  .a dim I s  m I .K sq1 is1 F i
 .b Let I be the ideal generated by the elements of I . Then sq1: sq1
m I s m I . .i  sq1: F iy1
for all i.
 .c Suppose that J is a lexsegment ideal generated in degree s such that
dim J F dim I . ThenK s K s
m J F m I .  .F i F i
for all i.
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 .  .Proof of Theorem 4.1. b « a . We construct a lexsegment ideal J
 . n isuch that H t s 1 q  h t . We may assume that dim E s h ,Er J is1 i K 1 1
and let J s 0. Suppose J , k F i, has already been constructed. From1 k
 .  .Theorem 4.1 b and from Theorem 4.2 b , it follows that h Fiq1
 .dim E rE J . Thus if we let J be the K-vector space spanned byK iq1 1 i iq1
the lexsegment of length dim E y h , we have E J : J . It followsK iq1 iq1 1 i iq1
that J s [ J is indeed an ideal since by construction E J ; J, and ofi 1i
course, ErJ has the desired Hilbert series.
 .  .a « b . We prove that there exists a unique lexsegment ideal J such
that ErI and ErJ have the same Hilbert function. Since the Hilbert
function of a factor ring defined by a lexsegment ideal satisfies Theorem
 .   .  ..4.1 b see the proof of b « a , we are done.
But how do we find J ? The only problem is the existence}uniqueness
is clear by the definition of lexsegment ideals. In a first step we consider
 .the generic initial ideal in I of I. By Corollary 1.2 the Hilbert functions
 .  .of ErI and Erin I coincide, and by Proposition 1.7 we know that in I is
strongly stable. Thus we may as well assume that I itself is a strongly
stable monomial ideal.
For each degree i we choose a lexsegment of length dim I , and let JK i i
be the K-vector space spanned by this lexsegment. Then it follows from
 .  .Theorem 4.3 a and c that
dim E J F dim E I F dim I s dim J .K 1 i K 1 i K iq1 K iq1
This implies that J s [ J is an ideal. Moreover, it has the same Hilbertjj
function as I.
In the following, if I ; E is a given graded ideal, we denote by I lex the
unique lexsegment ideal with the same Hilbert function as I.
Yet another formulation of the Kruskal]Katona theorem, which really
points to the core of the theorem, is the following:
Let I ; E be a graded ideal. Then
b I F b I lex .  .0 j 0 j
for all j.
We will generalize this result and prove the following ``higher''
Kruskal]Katona theorem:
THEOREM 4.4. Let I ; E be a graded ideal. Then
b I F b I lex .  .i j i j
for all i and j.
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Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of the corresponding
w xresult in 3 : Due to Propositions 1.7 and 1.8, we may assume that I is
stable.
By Corollary 3.3 we have
m u q i y 1 .
b I s . . i jqi  /m u y 1 . .ugG I j
 .  .  . 4Since G I s G I _ G I e , . . . , e , we may write the above sumj  j:  jy1: 1 n
 .as a difference b I s C y D withi jqi
m u q i y 1 .
C s   /m u y 1 . .ugG I j:
 . 4and D the same sum taken over G I e , . . . , e . jy1: 1 n
For C we get
n n
t q i y 1 t q i y 1C s s m I .   t  j: /  /t y 1 t y 1
ts1  . ts1ugG I ; t j:
n
t q i y 1s m I y m I .  . . F t  j: F ty1  j:  /t y 1
ts1
n q i y 1s m IF n  j:  / n y 1
ny1 t q 1 q i y 1 .t q i y 1q m I y . F t  j:  /  /t y 1 tts1
ny1
n q i y 1 t q i y 1s m I y m I . .  .F n  j: F t  j: /  /n y 1 t
ts1
 .Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 4.3 b that
n
t q i y 1D s m I . . F ty1  j:  /t y 1
ts2
 lex .The number of generators of I and I are equal for all j. Thus, j:  j:
 .  lex . .  .m I s m I , and it follows from Theorem 4.3 c thatF n  j: F n  j:
 lex . .  .m I F m I for all i. Theorefore, if we compare the aboveF i  j: F i  j:
 .  lex .expression for b I with that of b I , the required inequalityi jqi i jqi
follows.
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Combining the results of this section with Corollary 3.2, we get the
analogue of Gotzmann's regularity theorem which bounds the regularity of
an ideal in the polynomial ring in terms of its Hilbert function.
 .THEOREM 4.5 regularity theorem . Let I be a graded ideal in E. Let
n h t i be the Hilbert series of the graded K-algebra ErI, and let s G 1 beis0 i
an integer such that
h s h i.iq1 i
 .for i G s. Then reg I F s.
Equi¨ alently, the integer s is characterized by the property that there exist
integers a ) ??? ) a G j G 1 such that for all i G s one hass j
aa a js sy1dim ErI s q q ??? q . . iK  /  /  /i i y 1 i y s y j .
Proof. For an integer s as described in the theorem, one has that all
lex  .generators of I have degree F s, as follows from Theorem 4.1 b .
 lex .Therefore, Corollary 3.2 implies that reg I F s. Finally, Theorem 4.4
lex .  .implies that reg I F reg I , and this completes the proof.
The following result is again an analogue to a theorem of Gotzmann.
 .THEOREM 4.6 persistence theorem . Let I ; E be a graded ideal gener-
ated in degree F s, and let n h t i be the Hilbert series of the gradedis0 i
K-algebra ErI. Suppose that h s h s.. Thensq1 s
h s h i. for all i G s.iq1 i
In the theorem one may as well assume that I is generated in degree s.
Then the result may be interpreted in the following way: let J be the
lexsegment ideal which is generated in degree s and with dim J s dim I .K s K s
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that dim J F dim I for all i G s. Now theK i K i
assumption of the persistence theorem is that dim I s dim J , andK sq1 K sq1
the conclusion is that this equality persists, that is, that dim I s dim JK i K i
for all i G s.
Since in each degree i G s the lexsegment ideal J has the smallest
possible dimension among all ideals generated in degree s and with the
.same number of generators , the persistence theorem says that if dim IK sq1
is smallest possible, then dim I is smallest possible for all i G s.K i
Proof. We may assume that I is generated in degree s. Let J be the
generic initial ideal of I. By Proposition 1.7 and Corollary 1.2, the ideal J
is strongly stable and has the same Hilbert function as I. In particular, if L
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is the lexsegment ideal which is generated in degree s and for which
dim L s dim J , then dim L s dim J . Hence we conclude fromK s K s K sq1 K sq1
 .  .  .  .Theorem 4.3 a and c that m F i L s m J for all i.F i
We shall see in a moment that J is generated in degree s, in other
words, that the generators of degree s of the ideal I form a Grobner basis.È
 .It follows that J s J for i G s q 1. Since J is again strongly sq1: i i  sq1:
 .  .stable, we may apply Theorem 4.3 a and b and get
ny1 ny1 i
dim J s dim J s m J s m J .  .  .  K sq2 K  sq1: F i  sq1: j  sq1:sq2  /is1 is1 js1
ny1 i ny1 i
s m J s m L .  .   F jy1 F jy1 /  /is1 js1 is1 js1
s ??? s dim L .K sq2
In order to get the equality dim L s dim J , we replace J by JK sq3 K sq3  sq1:
and apply the same reasoning. Thus, by induction on s, we see that
dim L s dim J for all i G s. Since dim J s dim L for all i, theK i k i K i K i
assertion of the theorem follows.
It remains to show that the generators of degree s of I form a GrobnerÈ
 .basis. We prove this by using the Buchberger criterion Theorem 1.4 . Let
 4G s g , . . . , g be a set of generators of degree s of I whose initial1 m
  .  ..terms form a basis of J . Since inm g , . . . , inm g is a stable ideals 1 m
 .whose generators are all of degree s, it follows from Corollary 3.4 a that
the relation module of this ideal is generated by linear S- and T-relations.
Therefore it suffices to show that the corresponding S- and T-polynomials
which are homogeneous of degree s q 1 reduce to zero with respect to G.
We will prove that any element f g I reduces to zero, and we will showsq1
 .   .  ..this by induction on d f . Indeed, since inm g , . . . , inm g : J1 m sq1 sq1
and since dim J has the smallest possible dimension, we must haveK sq1
 .equality. Therefore, since in f g J , there exists a linear term a and ansq1
 .  .  .  .  .integer j such that in f s a inm g , and we have d f s d a q d g .j j
 .  .Now we consider f 9 s f y ag ; it is clear that f 9 g I and d f 9 - d f .j sq1
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist aX g E such thati
m
X Xf 9 s a g with d f 9 G d a q d g .  .  . i i i i
is1
for all i such that aX g / 0. Set a s aX for i / j, and a s a q aX . Theni i i i j j
mf s  a g and the degree condition is obviously satisfied.is1 i i
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5. DUALITY
Since the exterior algebra E is self-dual, some of the above results on
Hilbert functions or resolutions have dual counterparts. We want to
discuss this phenomen in this section.
The duality we have in mind is pretty much the same as that for
Artinian]Gorenstein rings in the commutative case. We refer the reader
w xto 9 , and only sketch the principles:
 .Let M be a finite left right E-module. We denote by M9 the right
 .  .left E-module Hom M, E .E
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let M be a finite left or right E-module. Then
 .a The functor M ¬ M9 is exact.
 .  .  .b l M9 s l M .
 .c The canonical homomorphism M ª M0 is an isomorphism.
 . Xd If M is graded, then dim M s dim M for all i.K i K nyi
Proof. The statements can be easily deduced from the fact that
 .  .Hom K, E ( K yn .E
 .The following result relates the graded Betti numbers b M of the lefti j
E-module M to the graded Bass numbers.
m M9 s dim Ext i K , M9 .  . ji j K E
of the dual right E-module M9-module.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let M be a graded right E-module. Then for all i and j
one has
b M s m M9 . .  .i j i , nyj
Proof. Let
??? ª F ª F ª M ª 01 0
be a minimal graded free resolution of M. Since M ¬ M9 is an exact
functor, we get an exact sequence of graded modules
0 ª M9 ª FX ª FX ª ??? .0 1
This exact sequence is a minimal graded injective resolution of M9 since E
is injective by Proposition 5.1. The asserted equality between the Betti
numbers and Bass numbers now follows immediately from the fact that
 .  .Hom K, E ( K yn .E
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 .Let I ; E be an ideal. Then Hom ErI, E ( 0: I, where 0: I is the
annihilator of I, that is, the set of elements b g E such that ba s 0 for all
a g I.
Thus in the case M s ErI the above proposition yields
COROLLARY 5.3. Let I ; E be a graded ideal. Then
 .  .a 0: 0: I s I.
 .  .  .b dim ErI s 0: I for all i.K i nyi
Let A s ErI be a graded K-algebra. Then for each i G 0 we define the
numbers
r A s b A and s A s m A . .  .  .  .i 1 i i 0 i
We also put
t A s min i : s A / 0 . 4 .  .i
 .Note that r A is the number of generating relations of A which are ofi
 .degree i, and that s A is the socle dimension of A in degree i.i
d  .We denote by A the algebra Er 0: I , and call it the algebra dual to A.
From Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 5.2 we obtain
COROLLARY 5.4. Let A s ErI be a graded K-algebra. Then
 .  d.da A s A.
d n .  .b dim A q dim A s for all i.K i K nyi i
 .  .  d.  .  d.c r A s s A and s A s r A .i nyi i nyi
Now we are in a position to reformulate Gotzmann's persistence theo-
rem and present its dual version. First we introduce the following operator
on natural numbers: let a and i be two positive integers. Consider the ith
Macaulay expansion
aa a ji iy1a s q q ??? q /  /  /ji i y 1
of a. Then we set
aa a ji iy1­ a s q q ??? q . .iy1  /  /  /j y 1i y 1 i y 2
 .We also set ­ 0 s 0 for every i G 1.iy1
There is an interesting relation between the function a ¬ a i. and the
 .function a ¬ ­ a .iy1
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n .LEMMA 5.5. Let i, n, and a be integers with 0 - i - n and 0 - a - .i
Then
 .i
n ny y a s ­ a . .ny iy1 /  / /i q 1 i
w xProof. First, we refer the reader to, e.g., 1, 19 for the detailed
 i. w xn .  .information about combinatorics on a and ­ a . Let denote theqiy1
w x  4set of all q-element subsets of n s 1, . . . , n , where 1 F q F n. We write
w xn .  4F for the lexicographic order of , i.e., if S s i , i , . . . , i andqlex 1 2 q
w xn 4  .T s j , j , . . . , j are subsets belonging to with 1 F i - i - ??? -q1 2 q 1 2
i F n and 1 F j - j - ??? - j F n, then S - T if i s j , . . . , i sq 1 2 q lex 1 1 ky1
w xn .j and i ) j for some 1 F k F q. A nonempty family F ; is calledqky1 k k
w x w xn n .  .compressed if T g F, S g , and S F T imply S g F. When F ; ,q qlex
w x w xn n .  .we define ­F ; and D F ; as follows: ­F consists of thoseq y 1 q q 1
w xn .  4subsets T g with T j i g F for some i f T ; D F consists of thoseq y 1
w x w xn n .  4  .subsets T g with T y i g F for every i g T. If F ; is com-q q 1 q
w x w xn n .  .pressed, then both ­F ; and D F ; are also compressed.q y 1 q q 1
Now, a fundamental result in the theory of combinatorics on finite sets
w xn . < <guarantees the following: if F ; is a compressed family with F s f ,q
< <  . < < q.then ­ F s ­ f and D F s f .qy1
nw xn . < <  .Suppose that F ; is the compressed family with F s y a. Letii
w x w xn n .  .  . w xC : ª denote the bijection defined by C T s n y T for alli ii n y i
w x w x w xn n n .  . .  .T g . Then the family C y F ; is compressed withii i n y i
w xn<  . . <C y F s a. It follows thati i
w x w xn n
C y D F s ­ C y F .iq1 i /  / /  / /i q 1 i
w xn .In fact, if T g , thenn y i y 1
w x w xn nw xT g C y D F m n y T g y D Fiq1  /  / /i q 1 i q 1
w x w x  4m n y T f D F m n y T y j f F .
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w xnw x w x .  4  . w xfor some j g n y T m n y T y j g y F for some j g n yi
w x w xn n 4  . . w x  .T m T j j g C y F for some j g n y T m T g ­ C yi ii i
.  i.F . Hence we obtain the formula which explains a relation between a
 .and ­ a as required.iy1
Let n h t i be the Hilbert series of A s ErI and n g t i theis0 i is0 i
d n .Hilbert series of the dual algebra A of A. Then, since g s yiq1 i q 1
 .h for all i, by Lemma 5.5 we easily see that condition b of Theoremny iy1
 .4.1 is equivalent ot the inequalities ­ g F g for all i.i iq1 i
 .COROLLARY 5.6 persistence theorems . Let A s ErI be a graded K-al-
gebra with Hilbert series n h t i.is0 i
 .  s.  d.  i.a Suppose that h s h for some s G n y t A . Then h s hsq1 s iq1 i
for all i G s.
 .  .  .b One has ­ h F h for all i G 1. If ­ h s h foriy1 i iy1 sy1 s sy1
 .  .some s F t A , then ­ h s h for all i F s.iy1 i iy1
 .  .Proof. a is obvious due to Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 5.4 c .
 . n i db Let  g t be the Hilbert series of the dual algebra A . Byis0 i
n .  .Corollary 5.4 b we have g s y h , and by Theorem 4.1, g Fi nyi nyiq1i
g nyi.. Thereforeny i
 .nyi
n ny h F y h ,iy1 i /  / /i y 1 i
and hence
 .nyi
n nh G y y hiy1 i /  / /i y 1 i
 .nyi
n ns y y h s ­ h . .i iy1 i /  / /n y i q 1 n y i
 .  .Suppose now that ­ h s h for some s F t A . Then the abovesy1 s sy1
 . nys.calculations and Corollary 5.4 b show that g s g where n ynysq1 nys
  d. 4s G max i: r A / 0 . Hence the persistence theorem implies thati
g s g nyi. for all i with n y i G n y s. This, by duality, yields theny iq1 nyi
assertion.
w xThe next result is implicitly contained in 20 .
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PROPOSITION 5.7. Let I ; E be a graded ideal. Then
lex lex0: I s 0: I . .
Proof. Since, by definition, a graded ideal and its corresponding lexseg-
 .ment ideal have the same Hilbert function, it follows from Corollary 5.3 b
that
lexdim 0: I sdim 0: I s dim ErI .  .  . . i nyiK K Ki
s dim ErI lex s dim 0: I lex . . iK Knyi
for all i. Since two lexsegment ideals with the same Hilbert function
coincide it suffices to show that 0: I lex is a lexsegment ideal.
In order to see this we note that if J ; E is a monomial ideal, then 0: J
is spanned as a K-vector space by all monomials e such that e f J. Heres s
 4s denotes the complement of s in the set 1, . . . , n .
 4On the other hand, if L is a lexsegment, then the set e : e f L iss s
again a lexsegment. This shows that if J is a lexsegment ideal then 0: J is a
lexsegment ideal. Hence the proposition follows.
COROLLARY 5.8. Let I ; E be a graded ideal. Then
m ErI F m ErI lex for all i and j. .  .i j i j
Proof. From Theorem 4.4 and Propositions 5.2 and 5.7, it follows that
lex
m ErI s b 0: I F b 0: I .  .  . .i j inyj inyj
s b 0: I lex s m ErI lex . B .  .inyj i j
6. SOME COMBINATORIAL APPLICATIONS
We now turn to the discussions on combinatorial aspects of our alge-
braic theory developed in the present paper. In particular, some enumera-
tive results on the number of faces as well as on the dimensions of reduced
simplicial cohomology groups of a simplicial complex will be established.
First of all, the combinatorics on the ``higher'' Kruskal]Katona theorem
 .  .Theorem 4.4 is studied. We will obtain i a combinatorial formula for
the computation of upper bounds on the graded Betti numbers of ErI in
 .terms of the Hilbert function of ErI and ii some inequalities on the
dimensions of reduced simplicial cohomology groups of a simplicial com-
plex in terms of its f-vector.
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Fix integers n and j with 1 F j F n, and define the finite sequence
d n; j s d , d , . . . , d . 1 2 ny1 / /jy1
nn y 1 .  .of length associated with the binomial coefficient as follows: Ifjj y 1
 .  .  .  .j s 1 then d n; 1 s n ; if n s j then d n; n s 1 ; and if 1 - j - n then
d n; j s d n y 1; j y 1 , d n y 1; j . .  .  . .
For example,
d 5; 3 s d 4; 2 , d 4; 3 .  .  . .
s d 3; 1 , d 3; 2 , d 3; 2 , d 3; 3 .  .  .  . .
s d 3; 1 , d 2; 1 , d 2; 2 , d 2; 1 , d 2; 2 , d 3; 3 .  .  .  .  .  . .
s 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1 . .
Thus
n s d q d q ??? qd .1 2 ny1 /j  /jy1
n .Given an integer f with 1 F f F , there exists a unique expression of fj
of the form
f s p q d q d q ??? qdq qq1 ny1 /jy1
with
q G 2 and 1 F p F d .qy1
 .We say that the above sum is the d n; j -partition of f. For example, the
 .  .d 5; 3 -partition of 6 is 6 s 1 q 1 q 2 q 1 q 1. Let P n; j denote thef
 .multiset of all integers which appear in the d n; j -partition of f , i.e.,
P n; j s p , d , d , . . . , d .f q qq1 ny1 5 /jy1
i  .  .and, for each i G 1, write A n; j for the number of integers k g P n; jf f
with k G i. In particular,
A1 n; j G A2 n; j G A3 n; j G ??? . .  .  .f f f
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 .  4  4 4 1  .For example, since P 5; 3 s 1, 1, 1, 1, 2 s 1 , 2 , A 5; 3 s 5,6 6
2 . i  .A 5; 3 s 1, and A 5; 3 s 0 if i G 3.6 6
Let E be the exterior algebra as before, and let u s e ,1 1, 2, . . . , j4
u , . . . , u , u s e be the lexicographic order ofn n2 nyjq1, nyjq2, . . . , n4y 1j j /  /
 .all the monomials of degree j of E. Then m u s n if and only ifi
n y 1 .i s d q d q ??? qd for some 1 F k F . From this simple combina-j y 11 2 k
torial observation, it follows easily that
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let I ; E be a lexsegment ideal, and let n h t i beis0 i
the Hilbert series of the graded K-algebra ErI. Then
i i
 jy1.u g G I : m u s n y i q 1 s A n; j y A n; j 4 .  .  .  .j h hjy 1 j
 jy1. i  .for e¨ery j G 2 and 1 F i F n y j q 1. Here, 0 [ 0 and A n; j [ 0.0
Hence, by virtue of Corollary 3.3 together with Theorem 4.4, we have
the following upper bounds on the graded Betti numbers of ErI with a
given Hilbert function.
THEOREM 6.2. Let I ; E be an ideal, and suppose that n h t i is theis0 i
Hilbert series of the graded K-algebra ErI. Then
nyjq1
n y l q il l
 jy1.b I F A n; j y A n; j .  .  .  /i jqi h hjy 1 j  /ils1
for e¨ery j G 2 and 1 F i F n y j q 1. Moreo¨er, the equality holds when I
is lexsegment.
Theorem 6.2 enables us to obtain some inequalities on the dimensions
of reduced simplicial cohomology groups of a simplicial complex in terms
of its f-vector. Recall that a simplicial complex D on the vertex set
w x  4 w x  .  4n [ 1, . . . , n is a collection of subsets of n such that i i g D for
 .every 1 F i F n and ii s g D, t ; s « t g D. Each element s g D is
< <called a face of D, and the dimension of s g D is defined to be s y 1.
The maximal dimension of faces of D is also called the dimension of D.
 .Let f s f D be the number of i-dimensional faces of D, and set f [ 1.i i y1
 .  .We say that the vector f D s f , . . . , f is the f-¨ector of D. We refer0 dy1
w xthe reader to, e.g., 9, 21, 31 , for the detailed information about algebra
and combinatorics on simplicial complexes.
w xGiven a simplicial complex D on n , we write J for the ideal in ED
which is generated by those monomials e with s f D. We say that thes
K-algebra
 4K D s ErJD
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is the indicator algebra of D. When char K s 2, the present definition
w x .coincides with the old one given in 3 . The name of the algebra comes
 4from the fact that K D has a basis consisting of the monomials e withs
s g D. Thus
LEMMA 6.3. Let D be a simplicial complex of dimension d y 1 on the
w x  .  .¨ertex set n and f D s f , . . . , f the f-¨ector of D. Then0 dy1
 4dim K D s fiK iy1
for all i G 0. Here f s 1 and f s 0 if i G d. In other words, the Hilberty1 i
 4series of K D is
d
iH t s f t . . KD4 iy1
is0
w xThe original Kruskal]Katona theorem 27, 25 , which gives a combinato-
rial characterization of the f-vectors of simplicial complexes, can be stated
 .as follows: a vector f , . . . , f of positive integers is the f-vector of0 dy1
some simplicial complex D of dimension d y 1 if and only if
f F f  iq1. , 0 F i F d y 2.iq1 i
 .Our Theorem 4.1 now turns out to be a generalized and algebraic version
of the above classical Kruskal]Katona theorem.
If I is a monomial ideal of E, then the Koszul homology and the
Tor-groups are multigraded K-vector spaces, and the isomorphism Theo-
.rem 2.2 respects the mutligraded structures. In the following we exploit
w xthis idea to prove the analogue to Hochster's formulas 22 which describe
the multigraded shifts in the minimal free resolution of the Stanley]Re-
isner ring associated with a simplicial complex.
When T is a subset of the vertex set of a simplicial complex D, let DT
denote the simplicial complex consisting of all faces s g D with s ; T. As
n  .before, if a g N , then we write Supp a for the set of indices i with
a / 0.i
n < <THEOREM 6.4. Let D be a simplicial complex and a g N . Set d s a
 .and T s Supp a . Then, for all i G 0, we ha¨e
E Ädy iy1 4Tor K D , K ( H D ; K . . . ai T
Ä  .Here H* ; K denotes the reduced simplicial cohomology groups with the
coefficient field K.
Ä .Proof. Let C D be the augmented oriented chain complex of D .T T
Ä .The module C of i-chains of C D is the free Z-module with basisi T
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< < i .s g D , s s i q 1. Thus the module of i-cochains C K is a K-vectorT
< <space with basis s *, s g D , s s i q 1 where s *: C ª K is theT i
 .  .Z-linear map with s * t s 0 for t / s and s * t s 1 for t s s .
E  4 .On the other hand, Tor K D , K may be identified with the homol-a
  4.ogy of the ath graded piece K e , . . . , e ; K D of the Koszul complex. In1 n a
degree i this complex has the following K-basis:
as . < <e x , s g D , a s i .s T s
 X X . X XHere a s a , . . . , a where a s a for j f s and a s a y 1 for j g s .s 1 n j j j j
We define a K-linear map
 4 dy iy1w : K e , . . . , e ; K D ª C K . .i i 1 n a
 as ..by setting w e x s s *. One easily checks that w is an isomorphismi s
of complexes.
Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 establish some inequalities on the dimensions of
reduced simplicial cohomology groups of a simplicial complex in terms of
its f-vector.
w xCOROLLARY 6.5. Let D be a simplicial complex on the ¨ertex set n and
 .  .f D s f , f , . . . , f the f-¨ector of D. Then0 1 dy1
i q j y 1 jy2Ädim H D ; K . K T /< <T y 1T
nyjq1
n y l q il l
 jy1.F A n; j y A n; j .  .  /f fjy 2 jy1  /ils1
for all i and j. Moreo¨er, the equality holds when the ideal J of E isD
lexsegment.
We conclude this paper giving combinatorial interpretations of the
persistence theorems and regularity theorems. In general, for each subset
w x w x w xs of n , we write s for the complement of s in n , i.e., s s n y s .
w xGiven a simplicial complex D on the vertex set n , we may associate
 4D s s : s f D .
Then D is again a simplicial complex, and D s D. We say that D is the
 .  .dual simplicial complex of D. Let f D s f , f , . . . be the f-vector of D0 1
n .  .  .and f D s f , f , . . . the f-vector of D. Then f q f s for all0 1 iy1 nyiy1 i
i. Hence the Kruskal]Katona theorem f F f  iq1. for all i is equivalentiq1 i
 .to the inequalities ­ f F f for all i; see Lemma 5.5.i i iy1
Tw xFor a subset T ; n , we define D s D . .T
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Another immediate consequence of Theorems 6.4 and 4.5 is the follow-
ing:
 .THEOREM 6.6 regularity theorems . Let D be a simplicial complex with
 .f-¨ector f , f , . . . .0 1
 .  i.a If s G 1 is an integer such that f s f for all i G s, theni iy1
Ä jy1 w xH D ; K s 0 for all j G s and all T ; n . .T
 .  .b If s G 1 is an integer such that ­ f s f for all i F s, theni i iy1
Ä jy1 T w xH D ; K s 0 for all j F s and all T ; n . .
 i. .Proof. Note that ­ f s f for all i F s if and only if f s f fori i iy1 i iy1
ny iy3Ä Ä .  .  .all i G n y s y 1, and that H D; K ( H D; K , so that b followsi
 .from a .
Now, recall that Ad is the dual algebra of an algebra A s ErI. Then it
follows immediately that
LEMMA 6.7. Let D be an arbitrary simplicial complex and D its dual
simplicial complex. Then we ha¨e
d 4  4K D s K D .
 .In Section 5 we introduced the numbers s A as the socle dimension ofi
 4A s ErI in degree i. The socle of the indicator algebra K D of a
simplicial complex D has a K-basis consisting of the elements e such thats
s is a facet of D. Here a facet of D is a maximal face with respect to
  4.  .inclusion. Hence s K D is the number of i y 1 -dimensional facets ofi
D. In analogy to the notation introduced in Section 5, we may set
 4t D s min i: s K D / 0 y 1, 4 .  .i
 .that is to say, t D is the minimum of the dimensions of all the facets of D.
A simplicial complex D is called pure if all facets have the same dimen-
 .sion. In other words, D is pure if and only if dim D s t D , where dim D is
the dimension of D.
 .THEOREM 6.8 persistence theorems . Let D be a simplicial complex
 .with f-¨ector f , f , . . . .0 1
 iq1. .  .a Suppose that, for some integer i G n y t D , we ha¨e f s f .iq1 i
Then
f s f  jq1. for all j G i .jq1 j
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 .  .  .b Suppose that, for some integer i F t D , we ha¨e ­ f s f .i i iy1
Then
­ f s f for all j F i . .j j jy1
 .  .In particular, if D is pure and ­ f s f for some i, then ­ f s fi i iy1 j j jy1
for all j F i.
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